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The magnetic interactions in large arrays of ordered magnetic nanowires with 12–48 nm diameter
and 55–95 nm spacing were investigated using modified Henkel plots. The measurements for
nanowire arrays ac demagnetized with the field applied parallel to the nanowire axis �the easy
magnetization axis� indicate that the dominant interaction during the switching process is the
magnetostatic coupling between the nanowires. Nevertheless, while the strength of the
magnetostatic interactions increases with the magnetic moment associated with the nanowires, the
increase is not linear with respect to the volume of the nanowires. Moreover, the dependence of the
remanence curves on the field history suggests that even for magnetic nanowire systems with high
geometric anisotropy, the magnetic pole structure of the nanowires can be complex. This conclusion
is also supported by the field dependence of the initial magnetization curves. © 2008 American
Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2834242�

I. INTRODUCTION

The continuous demand for improved performance and
increased areal density in magnetic storage applications has
fueled a continually increasing interest in the fabrication and
characterization of patterned arrays of magnetic nanostruc-
tures. In this context, patterned media,1 where each bit is
physically separated from the others, is seen as a viable ap-
proach to address the randomization of the magnetization in
nanoscale magnetic structures due to thermal effects.2

For the fabrication of patterned magnetic media, the
main focus is developing synthesis techniques capable of
producing features in the nanometer range while having the
potential for cost effective mass production. Besides well-
established methods such as e-beam lithography,3 a multi-
tude of less conventional approaches that show promise have
been investigated including deposition in nanotemplates,4 li-
thography assisted self-assembly,5 and nanoimprint
lithography.6 On the other hand, the magnetic characteriza-
tion research has concentrated on studying magnetic proper-
ties and magnetization switching mechanisms that emerge as
the size of the magnetic particles becomes comparable with
the exchange length and domain wall thickness. For ex-
ample, magnetic force7 and Lorentz electron8 microscopies
have shown that intricate domain structures such as magnetic
vortices can be directly observed during the switching pro-
cess. While understanding how the size and geometry affect
properties such as coercivity and thermal stability is critical
for the applicability of these systems for magnetic storage, it
is equally important to understand the magnetic interactions
in high density arrays and the dependence of these couplings
on the magnetic structure of the individual nano-objects.9,10

In this paper, we investigate the magnetic interactions in

ordered arrays of electrodeposited magnetic nanowires. For
all the arrays investigated, the magnetostatic coupling be-
tween the nanowires plays an important role during the
switching process as expected for a system of closely packed
magnetic particles with large geometric anisotropy. Never-
theless, the strength of the magnetostatic coupling between
the nanowires is dependent on the magnetic field history.
This indicates that despite the large aspect ratio of the nano-
wires, multidomain magnetic structures can be induced
within the individual nanowires.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Details on the fabrication of the nanowire arrays are pre-
sented elsewhere.11 In brief, Co0.45Fe0.55 alloy nanowires are
electrodeposited in porous hexagonally ordered anodic alu-
mina templates prepared using a multistep anodization pro-
cess. The spacing between the nanowires was Di=55 or
95 nm, depending on the templates used. The diameter of the
nanowires ranges from 12 to 48 nm, while their length is
12 �m. The choice of the Co0.45Fe0.55 alloy was motivated
by its nearly zero magnetocrystalline anisotropy,11 insuring
that the properties of individual nanowires are dominated by
shape anisotropy.

The geometry of the prepared templates was character-
ized using scanning electron microscopy �Hitachi model
S-2400� while the magnetic measurements were performed
with a super conducting quantum interference device magne-
tometer �Quantum Design model MPMS-5S�. The dominant
interactions in this magnetic system were investigated by
analyzing two different remanence curves, i.e., the isother-
mal remanent magnetization Mr�H� and the dc demagnetiza-
tion remanence Md�H�. To measure the dc demagnetization
remanence Md�H�, the sample is saturated in a high field.
The field is then removed and Md�0� is measured. A smalla�Electronic mail: p.fodor@csuohio.edu
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reversed field is subsequently applied and then removed, and
the magnetization Md�H� is measured again. This process is
repeated until the reversed field is equal in magnitude to the
initial field at which the sample was saturated. This measured
magnetization curve reflects only the irreversible changes in
the sample since the measurements are always performed at
zero field. The isothermal remanent magnetization Mr�H� is
measured in a similar way but the measurement starts with
the sample in an ac demagnetized state. The two sets of
magnetization data are then used to compute

�M =
Md�H�
Mr���

− �1 − 2
Mr�H�
Mr��� � , �1�

where the values for Md and Mr are normalized with respect
to the isothermal remanence for high fields. Thus �M is ef-
fectively two times the difference between the fractions of
particles switched by the applied field in the two different
modes. Typical remanence and �M �also known as modified
Henkel of Kelly Henkel plot12� curves versus the magnetic
field H are shown in Fig. 1.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows typical room temperature �M plots for
the Co0.45Fe0.55 nanowire arrays demagnetized with the field
applied parallel to the long axis of the nanowires �their easy
magnetization axis�. Similar curves have been obtained for
other compositions, temperatures, and even for pure element
nanowires, making our results quite general for electrodepos-
ited magnetic nanowire arrays. For all samples, the �M
curves exhibit negative peaks centered close to the coerciv-
ity. In the modified Henkel plot formalism, negative �M val-
ues indicate that the magnetization reversal process is domi-
nated by magnetostatic interactions. For our arrays where the
geometric anisotropy of each nanowire is very large, this
conclusion can be qualitatively explained considering each
nanowire as a single domain with only two possible states,
parallel �up� and antiparallel �down� to the nanowire axis.
For a system of such interacting nanowires, the magneto-
static interactions are minimized for an antiparallel align-
ment of neighboring nanowires. Consequently, in the zero
magnetization state, the stray fields from the neighboring
nanowires essentially increases the external field required to

switch the magnetization of a single nanowire, while when
starting from the saturated magnetization state, the magneto-
static coupling has the opposite effect. This leads to a lag
between the applied field, at which the reversal process starts
in the isothermal remanent magnetization, when compared
with the dc demagnetization remanence, giving �M negative
values.

The �M plots provide direct experimental evidence that
the magnetic nanowires arrays demagnetized with the field
parallel to the nanowire axis are coupled through interactions
that are magnetostatic in nature. This conclusion is consistent
with reports in similar systems in which the magnetostatic
coupling effects were inferred indirectly from the analysis of
the hysteresis loops.10,13,14 Moreover, in our study, we ob-
serve a more consistent dependence of the strength of the
magnetostatic coupling on the diameter of the nanowires
than in earlier reported data, presumably due to the lack of
inhomogeneous magnetization states for this particular mag-
netic field configuration and history.4 However, as seen in the
experimental data, while the amplitude of the peaks in the
modified Henkel plots increases as the nanowire diameter is
increased, this change does not scale linearly with the mag-
netic moment associated with the nanowires, i.e., propor-
tional to the volume of the nanowires, as expected in a
simple dipole approximation. A quantitative description of
the magnetostatic coupling would require considering the
multipolar components of the stray fields, especially when
the nanowires are in very close proximity.15

On the other hand, while the above experimental data
can be explained by considering the arrays as formed of
single domain interacting nanowires, measurements in which
the zero magnetization state is produced by dc demagnetiza-

FIG. 1. Normalized isothermal remanent magnetization Mr�H�, dc demag-
netization remanence Md�H�, and modified Henkel �M plots for Co0.45Fe0.55

alloy nanowires at room temperature �Di=12 nm, Dp=55 nm�. All experi-
mental data are normalized to the Mr�8 kOe� value.

FIG. 2. Modified Henkel plots for Co0.45Fe0.55 alloy nanowire arrays with
diameter ranging from �a� 12 to 35 nm at an interpore distance of 55 nm
and �b� 35 to 48 nm at an interpore distance of 95 nm. The zero magneti-
zation state is obtained by ac demagnetization with the field applied parallel
to the nanowire axis.
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tion in a field perpendicular to the nanowire axis, show a
more complicated magnetic behavior. While the Md�H� plots
are identical to those described previously, for the 12 and
15 nm samples the �M curves �Fig. 3� display positive peaks
centered at field values smaller than the coercivity. As the
diameter of the nanowires increases, the amplitude of this
peak gets smaller and shifts to values closer to the coercivity.
For the largest diameters, the modified Henkel plot peaks are
negative, similar to the samples ac demagnetized with the
field parallel to the nanowire axis, but the amplitude of the
negative peak is reduced. Thus, in particular, for the small
diameter nanowires, the magnetization switching is not
dominated by the magnetostatic interactions that favor their
antiparallel alignment. Typically positive �M peaks are asso-
ciated with exchange interactions which favor the parallel
alignment of the magnetization, having an opposite effect to
the magnetostatic ones. In the system studied, the only ex-
change interactions are within the nanowires since the dis-
tance between the nanowires and the insulating matrix sepa-
rating them precludes any exchange interaction between the
nanowires. This change in the strength of the exchange in-
teractions can only be related with the presence within the
nanowires of magnetization states different from the single
domain ones favored by the shape anisotropy. The presence
of multiple domain states within single nanowires is also
apparent in the initial magnetization curves �Fig. 4� which
are dependent on the initial demagnetized state. For samples
demagnetized with the field parallel to the nanowire axis, no
changes in the magnetization is observed until the applied

field is close to the coercivity, i.e., it is strong enough to
initiate magnetization reversal. In comparison, large changes
in magnetization occur even for small magnetic fields for
nanowire arrays demagnetized perpendicular to their main
axis, since in the case of multidomain states there are no
energy barriers associated with localized nucleation of mag-
netization reversal. The existence of multidomain states is
supported by magnetic force microscopy studies on indi-
vidual electrodeposited magnetic nanowires of similar diam-
eters, which showed that the remanent state remaining after a
saturation field is applied perpendicular to the nanowire axis
consists of axial domains separated by 180° walls.16 Re-
cently, it has been argued that the presence of domain walls
can also contribute to positive values in the �M plots.17

In summary, magnetization measurements on magnetic
nanowires embedded in anodic alumina templates have been
used to analyze the nature of their magnetic interactions. The
experimental data show that the magnetic nanowires studied
cannot be treated as noninteracting systems but rather as
strongly coupled through magnetostatic interactions. While
qualitatively this interactions can be understood by treating
the nanowires as dipoles, a quantitative description requires
the consideration of multipolar contributions to the interac-
tion field. Moreover, despite the measurements being per-
formed on assemblies with large numbers of nanowires, their
field history dependence gives insights in the switching pro-
cess in individual nanowires.
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FIG. 3. Modified Henkel plots for Co0.45Fe0.55 alloy nanowire arrays with
diameter ranging from 12 to 35 nm at an interpore distance of 55 nm. The
samples were demagnetized with fields applied perpendicular to the nano-
wire axis.

FIG. 4. Initial magnetization curves for nanowire arrays with Dp=15 nm,
obtained from different initial magnetization states.
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